
 

 
 
 

Mr. Ashley Glover 

By email: aglover@gmail.com  

 
 

 

8th March 2022 
 

 

Re: Internal Review of EPA Decisions refs: OEA AIE 2022 02/03 

 

 

Dear Mr. Glover 

 
I refer to the appeal which you made under the European Communities (Access to Information on the 

Environment) Regulations 2007 to 2018 for records held by the Environmental Protection Agency dated 

14th February and received by the EPA on 14th February 2022.  
 

I am the Information Officer who carried out the internal review of your requests for information. I 

decided, on 8th March 2022, to affirm but vary the original decision.  This decision on review is an 
entirely new and separate decision on your request and is explained as such below.  

 

I note that you have appealed the original Decision “on the grounds that the public security provisions 

do not apply to non-drinking water abstraction (eg quarry abstractions)”. 
 

Findings, particulars and reasons for decision to deny access 

Having considered your appeal and having carried out my internal review, I am to advise as follows: 
 

The Articles of the above referenced Regulations which can apply to deny access to records are known 

as its exemption provisions.  I consider the following exemption provisions applicable to my internal 

review: 
 

a) Article 8(a)(i) of the above referenced AIE Regulations, provides that a public authority shall 

refuse access to information which would disclose personal information. 
 

b) Article 8a(iii) of the above referenced AIE Regulations, provides that a public authority shall 

refuse access where disclosure would adversely affect the protection of the environment. 
 

c) Article 9(1)(a) of the above referenced AIE Regulations provides that a public authority may 

refuse access where disclosure would adversely affect public security. 

 
d) In addition to the above provisions of the AIE Regulations, Article 6 of the European Union 

(Water Policy) (Abstractions Registration) Regulations 2018 (SI 261 of 2018), provides that 

the EPA is prohibited from sharing personal details contained on the Abstractions Register, i.e. 
information which is liable to identify a natural person or persons. (See extract below). 

 

I am of the opinion that the following information requested by you, which was excluded from the 
Register excel record provided to you as part of the original Decision, is personal information i.e  

(1) the name and address of person or persons undertaking the abstraction, 

(2) the address and location of abstraction; and 

(3) the name and contact details of the person responsible for registering the abstraction 
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Therefore, while affirming the overall Decision, I am varying the part of the Decision where access to 

information contained in point 2 of AIE request ref OEA AIE 2022 02 (exact location of abstraction) 

was refused on the grounds it would adversely affect public security and therefore adversely affect the 

protection of the environment.   
 

While I am of the opinion that this is indeed the case, I am also of the opinion that this information is 

personal information which, if provided to the world at large, is liable to identify a person/persons which 
in turn would affect public security and ultimately the protection of the environment.   

 

You will note that the location of the abstraction in the Register provided, is rounded to the nearest 
square kilometre. I am of the opinion that this provides protection as to the identification of the 

abstractor (as the abstraction is usually adjacent to the abstractor’s activity/property).  It offers 

protection to the water source ensuring, for instance, that it cannot be accessed to deliberately pollute a 

wider body of groundwater or be targeted for vandalism for any reason.  
 

I am also of the opinion that the release of personal data from the Abstraction Register would prejudice 

the ability of the EPA to operate this register and to update and collect such information in future, 
regarding water abstractions.  The personal information inputted on the Abstraction Register is given 

on the basis that personal information provided will not be shared. (See also Article 6 of SI 261 of 2018 

above). 
 

It is my opinion that the EPA needs to operate the abstraction register to assist with assessing and 

managing the impact of abstractions on the environment, both for drinking water and non-drinking 

water. Disclosure of this personal information would hence potentially affect both the protection of the 
environment to which it relates and public security of both drinking and non-drinking water 

abstractions. 

 
Therefore, in considering the grounds of your appeal and taking the above into consideration, I am of 

the opinion that the provision of Article 9(1)(a) of the above referenced AIE regulations, regarding 

public security, applies to non-drinking water abstractions. 

 
Rights of appeal 

You may appeal this decision to the Commissioner for Environmental Information online at 

www.ocei.ie or in writing to 6 Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2. There is a fee of €50 for such appeals, other 
than appeals against a decision to impose a fee. A reduced fee of €15 applies to holders of medical cards 

or dependents of medical card holders. If you wish to appeal, you must do so not later than one month 

from the date of this notification. Should you write to the Commissioner for Environmental Information 

making an appeal, please refer to this letter.  

If an appeal is made by you, the Commissioner for Environmental Information will fully investigate 

and consider the matter and issue a fresh decision. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 ________________________ 

Ms. Sharon Finegan 

Director 
Office of Environmental Sustainability 

 

http://www.ocei.ie/


Article 6 of the European Union (Water Policy) (Abstractions Registration) Regulations 2018 (SI 

261 of 2018), 

Sharing of information on register 

6. The Agency may share details entered onto the register in relation to an abstraction, with the 

exception of personal details, with such other person as it considers necessary for the discharge of its 
statutory functions, or to enable any other public body to satisfactorily discharge its statutory functions. 


